A hypothesis on the dual significance of ABH, Lewis and related antigens.
ABH and related antigens appeared a long time ago in the evolution of vertebrates on tissues in contact with the external environment, which suggests that the polymorphism given by these antigens might play a role in the relationships of the species with pathogens. However, they are also oncodevelopmental markers and some recent experimental data suggest that they might play a role in cell-cell recognition at some stages of development. This type of function is difficult to reconcile with the polymorphic nature of these markers unless one considers that the glycosyltransferases necessary for the synthesis of the active structures are encoded by various members of multigene families. Some non-polymorphic members of the families would have their expression limited in time and space during development, leading to the same antigenic patterns in every individual, and these could reappear in some tumours, while the expression of other polymorphic members (A/B/O, H/h, Se/se, Le/le), leading to a variety of antigenic phenotypes, would be expressed at later stages and remain so during the whole life of the individual. The corresponding antigens could disappear from some cancer cells. It is argued that the ABH and related antigens would have primarily been involved in cell-cell recognition phenomena. The polymorphism would have evolved later from gene duplication under environmental pressure, the expression on erythrocytes which occurred very late in evolutionary time probably being of very little biological significance.